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, ;~ List of 358 items reserved for purchase from Micro and Small Enterprises

(including handicrafts Sector)
1--:-.I s.~,No. asI per Current list of Items Respective ITCHS Code for the Items Justificationreserved
.. "list

1 AAC/and ACSR Conductor upto 37 strands 72299023 AAACConductors upto 37 strands

AAC/AAACand ACSRconductor up to 37 strands/ Many
MSEunits are manufacturing OH conductors up to 37
Strands

AAACshould be included and upto 61strands for three
items/ Suggested by members of BIA for addition upto 61
strands which can be manufactured and provided by
Small Unit.

Shall be modified as AAC/ACSR/Aerial bunched cable
conductor up to 19 strands/ Aerial bunched cable is a new

2 Agricultural Implements
(a).Hand Operated tools and implements

8201 1000 Obsolate Technology

8201 3000
8201 4000
8201 5000
8201 6000
8201 9000

(b). Animal driven implements 84321090 Shall be deleted/Obsolet Technology
May be deleted/ Obsolete technology
Power driven implements in place of 2(b) / Mechanized
farming/ gardening is being adopted by farmers

3 Air/Room Coolers 84145990
4 Builder's hardware 830241 10 May be Modified as "Aluminium/M.S/S.S Metals builder's

(a) Aluminium Material UPVC-Plastic section to be added/ UPVCPlastic sections are
used nowadays Proposed by BIA

(b) MS Material Shall be modified as Builder Hardware
Steel/Brass/Aluminium/ Steel/Brass/Aluminium Hardware
new technology /Cost Effective

(C) SS Material

(e) Brass
(d) UPVC- Plastic section

5 Ambulance stretcher 94029090
6 Ammeters/ohm meterNolt meter (Electro Digital Electronics is new technology.

magnetic/ digital upto Class I accuracy) 90303310,90303350

Inclusion of Electronic Meters/Electronics meters also needed

Shall be modified as Digital & Analog Ammeters/Ohm
meterN olt meter(electro magnetic upto class I accuracy)!
Digital electronics is new technology
Shall be changed as " AnaloglDigital Ammeter/ohm meter/
voltmeter / Changing conventional to Digital technology

Shall be modified as Digital & Analog Ammeters/ Ohm
meter! volt meter/ Digitall electronics is new technology

7 Anklets Web Khaki 63090000
8 Hand Tools of all types 8205,8206,8207

(a) Augur (Carpenters) 82079090 Shall be deleted/Obsolet Technology
May be deleted/ Obsolete technology

(0) Kodali 82019000 Is a part of Hand tools.
Gyata, Khurpi /These items are also being manufactured by
Micro unitas suggested by Dalit industries association of
Bihar

(e) Scissors cutting (ordinary) , 82130000
(d) Shovels 82011000 Is a part of Hand tools.

9 Automobile Head lights Assembly Shall be modified as

85122090 Automobile Head Lights including LEDassembly
/ LED is new technology.

10 Badges cloth embroidered and metals 58109210 ~ Gauge cloth
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. "11 All tvoe of baas Shall be modified as bags made from water hyacinth, sital
.) (a) leather

pati/Bags made from water hyacinth, sital pati are'. (b) cotton
(c) canvas manufactured in MSEsector

(d) jute bags 42021110,42022210,42022220,
(e) 'kit bags 42022230,39232100
(f) mail bags
(g) sleeping bags
(h) water-proof bag.
(i) Sital pati. ,.. .

12 Bandage cloth 58030011,58030012,58030019 retained as it is
13 Barbed Wire including concertina 73130010 Punch tape concertina is latest product used in fencing.

Shall be modified as " Punched Tape concertina/Barbed wire

Modified as Fencing material as "Punch Tape concertina/
Punch Concertina is the latest product

14 Basket cane (Procurement can also be made retained as it is
from State Forest Corpn. and State Handicrafts 46021990
Corporation)

15 Bathroom fittings Shall be modified
(a) Bath tubs

39229000
Bath tubs made from plastic/FRP/ MSEunits are producing
bath tubs from plastic and FRP
Modified as Bath room fittings/ Bath room fittings

(B) Cane Valves! Stock valves (for water fittings Modified as ~c valves/ Plastic valves
only)! Metal and Plastic 8481 2000 ('O~

16 Battery Charger Retained as it is.
85044030

Solar charger is a New Technology.
Battery Chargers including Charging by City Supply
converters aswell as Solar and Wind Energy Converters/
Wider Range of inputs in wake of updated techniques

Modified as Solar Charger / Solar charger(Modified
technology)
battery Charger/ solar battery charger / Solar Battery charger
is basedon new ene.!ID:'_efficient technology

17 Battery Eliminator! DC Adapter Battery eliminators have been replaced by DC Adaptor.
85044090

Modified as DC Adaptor/ DC Adaptor is latest technology

18 Beam Scales (upto 1.5 tons) I Manual and Digital Digital Beam Scales(upto 1.5 tonl/ Digital has replaced
84238210 manual

Electronic weighing Machine to be added/ Electronic
weighing Machines are becoming more popular and can be
manufactured by Small Units
Shall be modified as
Analog /Digital Beam Scales
I Analog IDigital Beam Scales is new technology
Modified as Digital scale upto 3 tons/ Digital scale upto 3
Tons

19 Leather & Leather Products

(a) Belt leather and straps 4203000,42050011,42050019 retained as it is
(b) Lace leather

42050011,42050019
Modification in Name only/ Shoe Lacesof all types including
Leather laces

(c) Chamois Leather
41141000 retained as it is

(d) Chrome Tanned leather 41041100,41041900,41044100, Goat& sheepChrome Tanned leather shall also be included

41044900 in the group of product(Camel).

Goat & Sheep to be added in this category/ Goat & Sheep
leather is frequently used for finished product

Modification in Name only/ Tanned Leather of all animals
including wet blue and semi finished

(e) Boxes Leather 42023110,42023120,42023130, Shall be deleted/Obsolet Technology
7323990,74181021,74181022,

Shall be modified as box leather included plastic/ Low cost
and light weight products

(f) Dust Shield leather 41071200,41071900,41079100, No Change
41079200,4107990

(g) Harness Leather Modificationin Name only/ Harness and saddle, Leather
42010000

(h) Hide and country leather of all types 41012010,41012020,41012090,410150 No Change

10,41015020,41015090

(i) Sole leather 64069030,41071100 Shall be modified as "Sole all Types

OJ Sports shoes made out of leather (for all
64041120n

Shall be modified as "Sports shoes all types(for all sports
Sports games) games)
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(k) Sheep skin all types
4,10,21,01,04,10,22,910

Goat skin can also be included iil 'the group of product.
,,

Modification in Name only/ May be renamed as Hides and
skins of all animals
Common commercial hides all types! Common commercial
hides include leather from cattle and other livestock animals,

20 Bench Vices 82057000-
21 Paints & Varnish

(a) Bituminous Paints Paint & paint related products such as distemper, varnish,

27150090
polish, primer, thinner etc./ to promote MSEunits
manufacturing vaious paint & paint related products

Enamel Paint, Cement paint, Wall Putty to be added/ As
Proposed by BIA these items can be manufactured by MSEs

Enamel/acrylic Paints is a New Technology.

(b) Varnish Black Japan Paint & paint related products such as distemper, varnish,

32100090,32089049
polish, primer, thinner etc./ to promote MSEunits
manufacturing vaious paint & paint related products

(c) Enamel! Acrylic Paints

(d) French polish Paint & paint related products such as distemper, varnish,

34052000,34053000 polish, primer, thinner etc./ to promote MSEunits
manufacturing vaious paint & paint related products

22 Pal2er& PaQer conversion I2roducts- Some of the CPSUsin Chhattisgarh have suggested to

(a) paper bags, envelops, Ice-cream cup, paper 48193000,48194000,48236900, include this.
cup and saucers and paper Plates 48171000

Paper conversion products/ Paper pouches are having good
demand and hence it may be combined

May be kept in reserved/It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel

(b) Blotting Paper 48209010 Obsolete Product.
May be deleted from the products group
May be deleted/ Obsolete technology

(c) Corrugated Paper Board and Boxes May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem

47071000,48081000,48191010, during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
48191090 realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or

quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

23 Bolts and Nuts (excluding critical applications) Pleaseexclude Bolts and Nuts. Turbo Generator System
rotate is a high pressure machine and rotates at a high
speed and filled with hydrogen gas at high pressure and
produce high level of voltage. High tensile fasteners is a
critical item used in severe conditions, failure of fasteners

73181500 can lead to catastrophic. BHELhas faced serious problem on
Modifications should be contain SS,MS, HT boalts, nutswith
washers of all sizespertaining to Industrial units/ it is easy

73181600 to identify in tlist of items

24 Bolts Sliding
83024190

25 Bone Meal 05069011,05069019
Shall be removed / absolute technology

May be deleted/ Obsolete technology

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or

26 Boot Polish Paint & paint related products such as distemper, varnish,

34051000 polish, primer, thinner etc./ to promote MSEunits
manufacturing vaious paint & paint related products

Shall be modified as Boot Polish liquid and wax based / To
get instant result.

No Change

27 AlitVPe shoes Footwear components shall also be added.

(a) Boots and Shoes including canvas shoes 6401,6402,6403,6404, 6405~
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Shall be modified as " Boots and Shoes of all types including

.> \. canvas shoes and footwear components
Modification in name only/ Boots and shoes, including
sports shoes, of all types

(b) Skiboots and shoes 64021210,64021290,64021910, Deleted/ may be removed as clubbed with 27
64021990,64022010,64022090,
64029110,64029190,64029910,
64029990,64031200,64031910,

64031920,64031990
(c) Horse and Mule Shoes 73170011

Deleted/ may be removed as clubbed with 27

(d) PVC footwears 64059000
Deleted/ may be removed as clubbed with 27

28 Bowls 73239190,73239390,73239490
Bowls(glass, Brass,Plastic etc)

29 Boxes made of metal 73102990
73102920

30 Braces 62129010

31 Brackets other than those used in Railways 83025000 May be modified as " All types of Brackets"

32 Brass Wire 74082110 Deletion/ Cost of Raw matl is high

74082190

33 Brief Cases (other than moulded luggage) May be modified as "Breif cases including Moulded luggage
42021140

34 Brooms & Mobs Broom and brushes, consisting of twigs or other vegetable

96031000 materials with or without handles/ May be expanded as
there are availibility of MSEsproducing the items

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
lauotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and thev feel

35 All type Brushes May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

96031000
960321 00
96032900
96033010
96033020
96033090
96034010
96034020
96035000
96039000

36 Buckets of all types Shall be modified as plastic, MS, tin/ has to specify the

39249090 material from which it is made t.e plastic, MS sheet, Tin
Sheet

37 Button of all types Shall be deleted/Not purchase by CPSUs
96062100,96062200

38 Candle Wax Carriage Shall be modified asCandle Wax Carriage plastic moulded
74199930 included paper box/ Low cost product

Wax candles / Existing Nomenclature not clear to buyers

39 Cans metallic (for milk and measuring) Food grain plastic shall also be included in the group of
76129010 product,

40 Canvas Products : N.A.

(a).Water Proof Deliver, Bags to spec. No. IS -
1422170
(b).Bonnet Covers and Radiators Muff. to spec.
Ora. Lv 7/NSN/IAl130295
(c) Rainy Coats
(d) Capes Waterproof 62011210,62011310

41 Cotton & Cotton Products
(a) Capes Cotton and Woollen 61012000,61019090,62011100, Shall be modified CapsCotton / Woolen/ synthetic flow

62011290 cost Height productivity

(b) Cotton Absorbent 56012110,56012190

(C) Cotton Belts 59100010

(d) Cotton Carriers 42022210

(e) Cotton Cases 42022210 ~
(f) Cotton Cord Twine 56079020 I /1
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(g) Cotton Hosiery A. Cotton Organic socks shall also be included" in the group.

" ,
B. Some of the CPSUsin Chhattisgarh have suggested to

61071100,61082100,61159500 include this.

(h) Cotton Packs 52010012
(i) Cotton Pouches 42022210
(j) Cotton Ropes Ropesmade from all type of textile fibres/ Rope made from

other textile fibres(jute, hemp, synthetic etc) shall be
56081190 included.

(k) Cotton Singlets 61091000
(I) Cotton Sling 5,80,63,12,05,80,63,190
(m) Cotton Straps 59100010
(n) Cotton tapes and laces 58089010
(0) Cotton Wool (Non absorbent) 52010020

42 Lubricator (a) Modified as All vegetable oil/ All vegetable oil

Castor Oil
15153010,15153090

Shallbe modified as lubricant oils/ it should be included in

, the group

(b) Lubricators 84678910,84678990

43 Ceiling roses upto 16 amps Presently 16 amps. is standard rating for measuring current.
85354040, 85359090

Ceiling roses up to 16 A/ Standard size is 16 amps
Modified as Ceiling roses upto 60 amps/ eiling roses upto 60
amps

44 Centrifugal steel plate blowers

84145920

84145930

45 Centrifugal Pumps suction and delivery 150 mm. Shall be modified as Solar /Electric Centrifugal Pumps

x 150 mm Suction and delivery 150 mm X 150mm/ New pump in use
are solar based.

84137010
Shall be modified as various tyopes of pumps used in the

84137091 industrial units/ this items to be added
84137092
84137093
84137094
84137095
84137096
84137097
84137099

46 Chaff Cutter Blade 82084000

47 Chains lashing 7315121073151290

48 Chappals and sandals 64039910,64039920,6403990, Components of chappals and sandals shall also be included
64032040,640302090 in the product group.

Modification in Name only/ Chappals and sandals of all
types including leather, Non leather materials

49 Chokes I ballasts for light fitting 85041010 Electronic Ballast is a latest technology product.
Shall be modified as "Chokes for light fittings/Electronic
Ballast"

Choke / electro nics ballast/driver / CFLuseselectronics
chokes and LEDlamps using drivers
Modified as Electronic light fitting! Electronic light fitting

Shall be modified as "chokes for LEDlight fitting! electronic
ballast/ it is latest technology and its power consumable

so Circlips Please exclude Bolts and Nuts. Turbo Generator System
rotate is a high pressure machine and rotates at a high
speed and filled with hydrogen gas at high pressure and
produce high level of voltage. High tensile fasteners is a
critical item used in severe conditions, failure of fasteners
can lead to catastrophic. BHELhas faced serious problem on
this count and suggested for Deletion of this item from the
reserved list.

73182910 .
51 Bars (a)

Claw Bars and Wires 82055990

(b) M.S. Tie Bars 7214
Steel/M.S tie bars/ Ms/Steel is available in the market

v

52 Cleaning Powder & Soa[lS (a) 34029011,34029012,34029019, Washing Powder/Liquid are being manufactured at Micro

Cleaning Powder 34029051, 34029052, 34029059~ ~vel.l_fbV



Shall be modified as "Cleaning & Washing Powder/Liquid"
,

Cleaning/ washing liquid/ powder/ more number of units
are producing cleaning liquids as per the demand

Shall be modified as Cleaning powder included liquid
cleaning agents/ More durable
Modified asCleaning Powder/Cake/Liquid/ Cleaning

(b) Soap Carbolic All the soap items from sl.no.259 to 264 are of same group
34011110 hence can be categorized under one head and paper soap

shall also be included in the group.
All typess of soap in cake, liquide and powder form/ to
promote MSEunits manufacturing all types and forms of
soap
Soap Carbolic, Curd, Liquid, Shampoo, Soft, Washing,
Laundry, Bathing, Dishwash Liquid & Cake & Bars, Yellow,
Glycerin, including Paper Soaps, manufactured either by
Cold or Hot or Noodles Process, but not including
Detergents / Wider Range in wake of manufacturing trends

Shall be merged as one category "Sops of all types -
Washing soap, liquid and solid, foam / Sopsof all types-

(c) Soap Curd All the soap items from sl.no.259 to 264 are of same group
34012000 hence can be categorized under one head and paper soap

shall also be included in the group.
All typess of soap in cake, liquide and powder form/ to
promote MSEunits manufacturing all types and forms of
soap
Soap Carbolic, Curd, Liquid, Shampoo, Soft, Washing,
Laundry, Bathing, Dishwash Liquid & Cake & Bars,Yellow,
Glycerin, including Paper Soaps, manufactured either by
Cold or Hot or Noodles Process, but not including
Detergents / Wider Range in wake of manufacturing trends

Shall be merged as one category "Sops of all types-
Washing soap, liquid and solid, foam / Sopsof all types-
Washing soap, liquid and solid, foam

(d) Soap Liquid All the soap items from sl.no.259 to 264 are of same group
34013019 hence can be categorized under one head and paper soap

shall also be included in the group.
All typess of soap in cake, liquide and powder form/ to
promote MSEunits manufacturing all types and forms of.
soap
Soap Carbolic, Curd, Liquid, Shampoo, Soft, Washing,
Laundry, Bathing, Dishwash Liquid & Cake& Bars, Yellow,
Glycerin, including Paper Soaps, manufactured either by
Cold or Hot or Noodles Process, but not including
Detergents I Wider Range in wake of manufacturing trends

Shall be merged as one category "Sops of all types-
Washing soap, liquid and solid, foam / Sopsof all types-

(e) Soap Soft Ali the soap items from sl.no.259 to 264 are of same group
34011990 hence can be categorized under one head and paper soap

shall also be included in the group.
Soap Carbolic, Curd, Liquid, Shampoo, Soft, Washing,
Laundry, Bathing, Dishwash Liquid & Cake& Bars,Yellow,
Glycerin, including Paper Soaps,manufactured either by
Cold or Hot or Noodles Process, but not including
Detergents IWider Range in wake of manufacturing trends

Shall be merged as one category "Sops of all types-
Washing soap, liquid and solid, foam I Sopsof all types-

(f) Soap washing or laundary soap All the soap items from sl.no.259 to 264 are of same group
34011942 hence can be categorized under one head and paper soap

shall also be included in the group.
All typess of soap in cake, liquide and powder form/ to
promote M$E units manufacturing all types and forms of
soap
Soap Carbolic, Curd, Liquid, Shampoo, Soft, Washing,
Laundry, Bathing, Dishwash Liquid & Cake& Bars,Yellow,
Glycerin, including Paper Soaps,manufactured either by
Cold or Hot or Noodles Process, but not including

(cJ Detergents IWider Range in wake of manufacturing trends

~
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Shall be merged as one category "Sops of all types-,
Washing soap, liquid and solid, foam / Sops of all types-,
Washing soap, liquid and solid, foam

(g) Soap Yellow All the soap items from sl.no.259 to 264 are of same group
34011941,34011990 hence can be categorized under one head and paper soap

shall also be included in the group.
All typess of soap in cake, liquide and powder form/ to
promote MSEunits manufacturing all types and forms of
soap
SoapCarbolic, Curd, Liquid, Shampoo, Soft, Washing,
Laundry, Bathing, Dishwash Liquid & Cake & Bars, Yellow,
Glycerin, including Paper Soaps,manufactured either by
Cold or Hot or Noodles Process, but not including
Detergents / Wider Range in wake of manufacturing trends

Shall be merged as one category "Sops of all types-
Washing soap, liquid and solid, foam / Sops of all types-

Shall include "Detergent acake"/ many unpopular(
unbranded) cottage/micro level enterprises are
manufacturing this product

53 Clinical Thermometers (Digital & Electronics) 90251990,90251110,90251190, Digital Electronics is new technology,
90251990

Shall be modified as "Clinical Thermometers including digital
thermometers"
Clinical Thermometers including Mercury Alcohol Bimetal
and Electronics Thermometers/ Wider Range in wake of
manufacturing trends
Modified as Digital Thermometer / Digital Thermometer
new technology

54 Cloth Products (a)
Covers 63049240
(b) Cloth Jaconet 52082150,52083150
(c) Cloth Sponge 63071010,63071020,63071090
(d) Gauze cloth 58030011,58030012,58030019
(e) Garments (excluding supply from Indian 62011100 to 62019990, 6202110 to
Ordnance Factories) 62029990,62031100 to 62034990,

62041100,62041200,62041300,
62052000,62052000,62053000,
62046110,62061090,62034100,620342
00

(f) Gauze surgical all types 30051010,30051020,30059010,
30059090

(g) Nylon Stocking 61159400,61159500,61159600, Nylon Socks shall also be included in the Product group.
61159990

Nylon to be removed/ as proposed by BIA
Shall be modified asStocking made of
nylon/cotton/blended fabrics i May be included in group,

(h) Sanitary Towels 96190010
55 Coir Products (a) All items from Si, No, 62 to 64 shall be merged under one

Coir fibre and Coir yarn 53050010,53050020,53050030, category and renamed as " Coir Products"/ All items from Si.
53050050, 53050090 No. 62 to 64 are of same group hence it can be categorized

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface .problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel

(b) Coir mattress cushions and matting' In addition to coir matres foam Mattress may be include/ A
53050010,53050020 considerable no of MSEsare manufacturing foam mattress

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified, Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel

All items from Si. No. 62 to 64 shall be merged under one
category and renamed as " Coir Products"/ All items from Si.
No. 62 to 64 are of same group hence it can be categorized
under one group

(c) Coir Rope hawserlaid All items from Si. No. 62 to 64 shall be merged under one

56079010
category and renamed as " Coir Products"/ All items from Si.
No. 62 to 64 are of same group hence it can be categorized
under one group

56 Community Radio Receivers 85279919 obsolete technology.
57 Pipes (a) 39172390,39172990,85479020 1.t2Conduit pipes ./ ,
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(b) Polythene Pipes Nylon Pipes shall also be included in the product group.

,
39172090,391/2110

, Polythene, Nylon, Silicon Rubber, Teflon Pipes of Rigid as
r

well asFlexible type / Wider Range in wake of
manufacturing trends

(c) PVC pipes upto 110 mrn 39172310,39172390 Shall be modified as "PVCpipes upto 150mm dia.
PVCpipe up to 250mm/MSE manufacture PVCPVCpipe up
to 250 mm
PVC/UPVC/,CPVCpipes including pipe fittings/ based on
present market demand
PVCPipes upto 200MM/ PVCPipesupto 200MM may
considered for inclusion as proposed by BIA

(d) RCC Pipes upto 1200 mm. dia 68101190,68101990
(e) Socketfpipes 39174000,39172190,39172390 Specified by 150/ ISStandars

58 Copper nail 74151000

59 Chemicals
• (a) Copper Napthenate

38242010

(b) Copper sulphate Deletion/ Suitable for units producing copper rods through
28332500 melting for procesisng slag as raw matl for. producing copper

(c) Dimethyl Phthalate 29173940
(d) Sodium Nitrate 31025000
(e) Sodium Silicate 28391900,28391100
(f) Zinc Sulphate 28332990

(g) Dibutyl phthalate 29173910

(h) Magnesium Sulphate 28332100

(i) Nickel Sulphate 28332400

(j) Paint remover Paint & paint related products such as distemper, varnish,

38140020 polish, primer, thinner etc'; to promote MSEunits
manufacturing vaious paint & paint related products

(k) Potassium Nitrate 28342100

(I) Pouches Paper conversion products/ Paper pouches are having good
48173090 demand and hence it may be combined

(m) RustfScale Removing composition 38101090

60 Cord Twine Maker Mechanized cord twine maker shall also be included in group
84453020, 84453090 of product.

61 Cordage Others 56079070 All the product range shall be included in the group.

62 Crates Wooden and plastic 39231020,44151000 I

63 Crucible 62031010169031090
a) Crucibles unto No. 200
(Ii) Crucibles Graphite upto No. 500 62031010169031090
(c) Other Crucibles upto 30 kgs. 62031010169031090

64 Cumblies and blankets 62142010.63012000

6S Curtains mosquito 63049270

66 Cutters Shallbe modified asMilling Cutters/diamondcutters j Shallbe
82077010 included in srouo of oroduct
84603910
84303110

67 Diesel engines upto 15 H.P Due to latest technology machines upto 50 HP Diesel Engine
84081091 can be manufactured bv MSEs.
84081092 Disel Engines up to 24 HP

Diesel Engine upto 30 HPto
be included/ As Proposed by BIA

84081093
Diesel Engines upto 50 Hp using Fuels like Light Diesel Oil,
Compressed natural Gas, Piped Natural Gas, Bio Gas, and
such alternate Fuels, in combination or individual/ Wider
Rangeof inputs in wake of updated techniques

68 Disinfectant Fluids 38084000

69 Distribution Board upto 15 amps 85371000
Presently 16 amps, is standard rating for measuring current,

Distribution board up to 63 amps/ Many MSEunits are
. manufacturing distribution boards up to 63 amps

Distribution Board upto 100 amp to be included/
Distribution Board upto 100
Amp can easily be manufactured and supplied by Small
Shall be modified as Distribution board up to 15/16/32
amps/ Up to 32A distribution board can easily be

r>. manufactured by MSME units,

lbV



Distribution Board: Mounted Distribution Board for Bus

r
bars of all and any Current Capacity; Portable Distribution
Board with 16 Amp outlet up to 12 Outlets'[or Single Phase
and 4 Outlets for3 Phase in single Board but total input not
exceeding 60 Amps per Phase. (Used by Event Managers for
Stage and Opera Lighting and Audio & visual Effect
Purpose)/ Wider Range in wake of manufacturing trends

70 Domestic Electric appliances as per BIS Solar Items- Solar Panel,Green Batteries / Solar related
Specifications :. items are becoming more popular and can be used by

CPSUs.
(a) Toaster Electric, Elect. Iron, Hot Plates, Elect. 85167200,85167400,85166000, Components of domestic electrical appliance shall also be
Mixer, Grinders, Room heaters and convectors 850940, 85162900, 85166000 included in the group.
and ovens

Electric Fans / demand is increasing in rural areaswith rural
Deletion/ CBlS is 100% mandatory, therefore micro and

-- - smalrulliKmaytiofDe-abltmmlahafactfiret· --.-------------

(b) Electric Call bells/buzzers/door bells Items ofSI. No.105 & 108 are more or less same products
85311090 hence shall be merged in single group and cordless bells shall

also be added in the group.
Modified asCordless Bells / Cordless bells (new technology)

(c) Electric Soldering Iron 85151100
(d) Electronic door bell Electric/Electronic door bell. Items ofSI. No.l05 & 108 are

85311090
more or less sameproducts hence shall be merged in single
group and cordless bells shall also be added in the group.

(e) Emergency Light (Rechargeable type)
8513100185131090

Solar Lanterns is latest technological product hence shall be
included in the group.
Emergency light LED/CFL(Rechargeabletype)/ Based on
present market demand
Shall be modified as Electric/Solar Emergency Light
(rechargeable)/ Solar is new technology
Emergency Lights, Rechargeable Lights with Charging
Systems including City Supply converters aswell as Solar
and Wind Energy Converters / Wider Rangeof inputs in
wake of updated techniques
Shall be modified as emergency light inclding solar laterns/
Solar latern is latest technology and included in the group

(f) Fuse Cut outs Shall be modified as
85351020, 1040, 1090 Porcelain /Bakelite made LT FuseUnit/grips /121+122+176

can be replaced by one item as given
(g) Fuse Unit Shall be modified as

85351010 Porcelain /Bakelite made LT FuseUnit/grips /121+122+176
can be replaced by one item as given
Shall be modified as digital HRCfuses & MCB's panel/ it is a
latest technology in digital

71 Domestic (House Wiring) P.V.C. Cables and The present recommended &modified is asper latest BIS
Wires (Aluminum) Conforming to the prescribed 85441990 version and in practice.
BIS Specifications and upto 10.00 mm sq.
Innmin,,1("rn"" ",,,,,tinn

Shall be modified as " PVC insulated sheathed&Unsheathed
Cables for rated voltages up to and including 4501750V asper
BIS 694·2010"
Shall be modified as Domestic House wiring PVC Cables

/
and wires Aluminium including Fire resistant conforming to
the prescribed BIS specification & up to 10.00 sq mm
nominal cross section including Fire resistant! PVC & Fire

PVC, or Elastomer, Silicon Rubber, Teflon insulated
sheathed& unsheathed RigidlHard or Flexible, Single Core
or Multi Core, Cables&Wires for rated voltage upto and
including 750 V"AC or DC as per latest BIS Standardswith

72 Drawing and Mathematical Instruments 90172030
73 Drums and Barrels To be modified as fibre drums in HDPEin the list/ Fibre

73090020 drums can be manufactured by MSEs

44151000

44160010



74 Dust Bins

Dusters Cotton all types except the items
reauired in Khadi

39241090,39249090

63071010
75

May be kept in reserved/ 'rffiopine that technologically j
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

76 Dyes:

(a). Azo Dyes (Direct and Acid)
Acid-32041211,32041212, 32041213,

32041214,32041215,32041216,
32041217,32041218,32041219,

OiI8(;[-32041411,32041418, 32041421,
32041429,32041431,32041439,
32041440,32041450,32041470

Remove/ India bans 112 azo and now it has to be review

(b). Basic Dyes 32041310,32041321,32041329,
32041331,32041339,32041341,
32041342,32041343,32041349,
32041351,32041352,32041359,
32041361,32041369,32041391,
32041392,32041393,32041399

May be deleted/ Obsolete technology

Remove/ India bans 112 azo and now it has to be review

77

78

Electric Transmission Line Hardware items like
steel cross bars, cross arms clamps arching
horn, brackets, etc
Enamel Wares and Enamel Utensils

73089090

NA

Also include vibration damper spacer/ Many MSEOunits are
manufacturing transmission line ancillary equipments

79

80
81

82
83

Equipment camouflage Bamboo support

Exhaust Muffler
Expanded Metal

Eyelets
Film Polythene • including wide width film
Film spools and cans

9,40,15,06,60,20,000

8708900
76169910
73145000

83081021,83081029,83082000
39201012,39201019,39201099

8,52,11,02,93,706

Shall be replaced by Equipment cmouflage pipe support/
bamboo support is obsolet technology

84
85 Fire Extinguishers (all type)

84241000

Fire Extinguishers Portable(all type)/ MSEcan manufacture
all type portable fire extinguishers

86 Foot Powder
33049190

Modified as sweat control powder/ Sweat control powder

87

88
89
90

Funnels

Gas mantels
Ghamellas (Tasllas)
Glass
a) Glass Ampules
(b) Glass and Pressed Wares
(c) Scientific Laboratory glass wares (Barring
sophisticated items)

7017 70179010

59080020,
73239410

70101000

70132900,70131000
7017,70171000,70172000,70179010,70

179090

May be deleted/ Obsolete technology

May be deleted/ Obsolete technology

91 Adhisive
i(a) Glue

35052000,35030030,35019000
Modified as Adhesives/ Adhesives

92

(b) Gumtape
(c) Paper Tapes (Gummed)

Grease Nipples and Grease guns
Gun cases

37191000,9010,9020,9090

48114900,48114100

82055910
42021190

Shal be changed as "Paper adhesive tapes" / " Adhesive" will
be the appropriate word.

93
Gun Metal Bushes NA94

95
96

Hand drawn carts of all types
Hand gloves of all types

87168010
39262011,39262019,61161000,
61161900,42032110,42032910,
42032920,62160010,62160090,

40159030,62160090

Shall be deleted/Obsolet Technology
safety Gloves/ Insteadof "Hand" the word "Safety" ccan be
used will be more meaningful

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

97 Hand Lamps Railways 85131090
LEDTorches is latest technological product hence shall be
included in the group
Shall be modified as " Hand Lamps/LEDtorches Railways



Hand lamps including LEDtype for railways/ in order to

, promote LEDlamp manufacturing units

Hand Lamp with Filament Lamps, CFL,Discharge Tubes or
LEDLampswith Battery Operated or Cable supply operated
, also usable by Railways / Wider Range of inputs in wake of

LEDHand Lamps/ Torches / new technology. Energy
efficient & cost effective products.

98 Hand numbering machine 96110000
99 Hand pounded Rice (polished and unpolished) Hand pounded word shall be deleted & pulses shall also be

10063010. 10063020, 10063090
included in the product group.

100 Hand presses 82073000
101 Hand Pump 84132000 Pumps run in electricity & deisel/includihg pump used for

102 Hand Tools of all types 8205,8206,8207
103 Handles wooden and bamboo (Procurement can

also be made from State Forest Corpn. and 44170000
State Handicrafts Corporation)

104 Hasps and Staples 8,30,21,01,08,30,21,02,00,00,00,000
105 Haver Sacks 42022220 HOPE/LDPE Bags to be added/ As Proposed by BIA
106 Helmet (a) Modified as Helmet Non-metallic/Metallic / Helmet Non-

Non-Metallic 65061010,65061090. metallic/Metallic

(b) Metallic Modified as Helmet Non-metallic/Metallic / Helmet Non-
65069100 metallic/Metallic

107 Hinges 83021010
83021020
83021090

108 Hob nails 73170019
109 Holdall 42022210
110 Honey Jam, jelly, Fruit Juices, Pickles/ as proposed by Bihar Mahila

04090000, 0409000 Udyog Sangh

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difflculties to run their essential operation

111 Hydraulic Jacks below 30 ton capacity Due to latest technology machines upto 50 Ton Hydraulic. Jacks can be manufactured by MSEs.84254200
Hydraulic and Oil Pressure Jacksupto 500 Metric Ton
capacity/ Wider Rangeof inputs in wake of updated

112 Insecticides Dust and Sprayers 84,24,20,00,84,24,48,900
113 Invalid wheeled chairs.

87131010
114 Invertor domestic type upto 5 KVA UPSshall also be included in the product group and capacity

85044010 shall be extended upto 10KVAas due to latest technology
size of PCBsand Battery has been reduced drastically.

Shall be modified as "UPS/Invertor domestic type up to
15KVA

Inverter/ solar invertor up to 10 KVA/ to·promote MSEunits
manufacturing inverter/solar inverter up to 10 KVA

Invertor upto 15 KWA/lnverter rating needs to be enhanced
as proposed by BIA, DICCI,DIA.
Shall be modified as Domestic/ Industriallnverter/UPS up
to 25 KVA/ Up to Inverter/UPS UD to 25 KVAeasilv

115 Iron (dhobi) 84513010 Electric Iron/ As proposed by DIA

Modified as Electric Iron Box /Electric Iron Box

116 Wooden Boxes (a) Key To be deleted/ As proposed by BIA
board wooden 44103290

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. it has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel

(b) Kit Boxes 44151000 To be deleted/ As proposed by BIA

(C) Mallet Wooden
44170000

Shall be modifies as "Mallot Wooden including Plastic"

117 Lam~ 85366110, 85366190 ~
a) Lamp holders L9V



·
(b) Lamp signal 85122090

LED Signals is latest technological product hence shall be
, included in the group

Lamp LEDsignal! in order to promote LEDlamp
manufacturing units

118 Lanterns Posts and bodies 94055010 Petromax Lantern, Solar lanterns
Shall be modified as Solar Lanterns/ Old item now it is
obsolete

119 Lanyard 58071010,58071020,58071090,580790
10,58079090

120 Latex foam sponge
PUfoam and mattress/PU foams and mattress are being

40082930 manufactured by small units as proposed by BIA

121 Lathies
All types of Lathis/ All type pf lathis are being made by

6602 Micro Units

122 Letter Boxes 73101090 May be deleted/ Obsolete technology

123 Lightning Arresters - upto 22 kv 85354010
Presently 33 KV is standard rating for electrical
Transmission.
Lighing Arresters- up to 33 KV/ Many MSEare producing
lighting arresters up to 33 KV
Modified as Lightning Arre3sters upto 22 kv

124 Link Clip 7,31,51.90,08,30,59,020

125 Linseed Oil 15151100 Deleted /Added at S.No.42

126 Lint Plain 30059040

127 Lockers 83030000

128 L.T. Porcelain KITKAT and Fuse Grips Porcelain Insulator/ Porclain insulator are also being

85462050
manuufactured by small units as suggested by BIA

Shall be modified as
Porcelain /Bakelite made LT FuseUnit/grips /121+122+176
can be replaced by one item as given
Modified as MCBMiniature circuit brakes

129 Machine Screws 73181110

130 Manhole covers 73259992

131 Measuring Tapes and Sticks 90178010

132 Metal clad switches (upto 30 Amps) Presently 32 amps. is standard rating for measuring current.
85359010

Metal clad switches (up to 32 amps)/ Metal clad switches up
to 32 amps is the surrent standard
Shall be modified as Metal clad switches(upto 32 amps)/
presently 32 amps is standard rating for measuring current

133 Metal Polish
Paint & paint related products such as distemper, varnish,

34059010,34059090 polish, primer, thinner etc'; to promote MSEunits
manufacturing vaious paint & paint related products

134 Metallic containers and drums other than N.E.C. Presently Plastic containers and drums are preferred due to

(Not elsewhere classified) light weight and long life and can be manufactured by MSEs.

73090020
73090090
73101090

73110090

135 Metric weights
Digital Weighing scale/ Changing conventional to Digital

84239010 Technology

136 Microscope for normal medical use
Shall be modified as Microscope for medical & educational

90111000 purpose/ 186+288 shall be joined more than 100 units in

90118000

137 Miniature bulbs (for torches only)
LEDBulbs/ Miniature bulb is obsolete technology and has

85392930 been replaced by LEDbulbs
GLSLamps and LEDLamps/ LEDLamp is new items and can
be manufactured by the GLSlamp manufacturers as
proposed by BIA
Electric Rail Clips added/ As proposed by BIA

138 Nail Cutters 82142010

139 Naphthalene Balls 38089199, 27074000

140 Newar 54071023.58063120

141 Nylon Tapes and Laces 58063200,58041090

142 Oil Bound Distemper 32100012 Emulsion shall also be included in the product group.

Paint & paint related products such as distemper, varnish,
polish, primer, thinner etc'; to promote MSEunits
manufacturing vaious paint & paint related products

\

143 Oil Stoves (Wick stoves only) 73211220 Shall be deleted/Obsolet Technology
Gasstove, Induction cooker/ GasStove, induction cooker

73211210 /""'0
are also being made by MSEs

i:



These items deserve to be renmoved as their requirement
, in Govt. Purchase/ tender are expected to be meagre and,

therefore insignficant
Modified as Oil stoves and pump stoves

144 Pad locks of all types.
83011000

145 Palma Rosa Oil Palmarosa oil/ Mentha oils and its crystals I Lemongrass oil/
Citronella oill Basil oil/ Eucalyptus oil( globules & citrodora

33012933
) I Clove oil I Camphor oil & its derivative are important
Essential Oil, hence shall also be included under Essential
Oils head in place of palmarosa oil.

146 Palmgur Our is being manufactured by Microlcottage Industries hence
17029010 shall also be included in the product group.

Neera Our/ Neera is new by product which is being promoted
by Govt. of Bihar as proposed
Deleted! Obsolale

147 Pans Lavatory Flush 39222000, 39229000
148 Pappads Food ltems/ to promote food industry manufacturing

various food items in the state
19059040

149 Pickles and Chutney Sauce/Ketchup is being manufactured by Micro/cottage
07114000,07119090,20011000, Industries hence shall also be included in the product group.
20019000,21031000,21032000.
21039010, 21039020, 21039040,

21039090

Food items/ to promote food industry manufacturing
various food items in the state

Tomato Kechup, Makhana, mushroom/ Tomato Kechup.:
Makhana, mushroom is being manufactured by MSEs

Pickles, Sauce, Ketchup, Chutney, Puree, Squash, Curries,
and Condiments IWider Range of inputs in wake of
updated techniques

150 Piles fabric Terry piles fabric/Hosiery goods shall also be included in the
60011010 product group.

151 Pillows Bedsheets/ sedsheets is also manufactured bvthe Micro
63049230 units suggested by Bihar Mahila Udyog Sangh

Pillow, Bloaster/ A considerable no of MSEsare
manufacturing bloaster and they will be benefited if
included

152 Plaster of Paris Wall putty shall also be included in the product group.

25202010,25201010,25201090,
25202090

May be kept in reserved/It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

153 Plastic Container (a) Plastic Containers/ packaging material including blow
Plastic Blow Moulded Containers upto 20 litre moulding, injection moulding and thermo forming excluding
excluding Poly Ethylene Terphthalate (PET)

39162091,39233090
PETcontainers/ Plastic containers are produced by various

Containers techniques including injection, blow, thermo forming etc.
methods hence it may be amended

(b) Plastic cane 39169010
154 Playing Cards These items deserve to be renrnoved as their requirement

95044000 (;;) in Govt. Purchase/ tender are expected to be meagre and
_tfr¬ reforeinsignficant

/V



- -
Remove the productfrom the list/ not related to PS(Js/Dept.

, Procurment.
155 Plugs and Sockets electric upto 15 Amp Presently 16 amps. is standard rating for measuring current.

85366110,85366190

Plugs and sockets electric up to 16 Amp/ Based on present
market standard

156 Polythene bags above 50 microns Polythene Bagsabove 50 micron thickness/ Due to ban on
39232100 production of bags below 50 micron thickness

Modified as Polythene bags above 40 micron/ Polythene
bags above 40 micron
Shall be modificated LOPEpolythene liner for packing
material/ LDPEpolythene liners can be manufactured by
MSEs

157 Post Picket (Wooden) 44042010
158 Postal Lead seals 78060020

159 Pressure Die Castinfc1UPIQ 0.75 kq Due to latest technology "Pressure Die Casting upto 2 kg. can
134543010 be manufactured by MSEs"

Shall be modifiesd as" Pressure Die Casting up to 5 Kgs.

160 Privy Pans NA Obsolete.

161 Pulley Wire 73121010
73121020
73121030

, 73121090

162 PVC Insulated Aluminium Cables (upto 120 sq. Shall be modified as "PVC insulated cables upto 250mm may
mm) (ISS:694)

85441920.85441990 be included

163 Quilts, Razais 581100

164 Rags 63109010.63101010.63109020,
63109040,63109090.63101020

167 Railway Carriage light fittings LED lights is latest technological product hence shall be
included in the group

Railway carriage Light Fittings including Filament Lamps,
CFL, Discharge Tubes or LED Lamps/ Wider Range of

168 Rakes Ballast 82013000

169 Razors These items deserve to be renmoved as their requirement
in Govt. Purchase! tender are expected to be meagre and

82121010 therefore insignficant.
82121090

170 RCC Poles Prestressed 68109100

171 Rivets of all types (excluding critical Please exclude Bolts and Nuts. Turbo Generator System
application) rotate is a high pressure machine and rotates at a high

speed and filled with hydrogen gas at high pressure and
produce high level of voltage. High tensile fasteners is a
critical item used in severe conditions, failure of fasteners
can lead to catastrophic. BHELhas faced serious problem on
this count and suggested for Deletion of this item from the
reserved list.

73182300

172 Rolling Shutters 73089090

173 Roof light Fittings 94051010

174 Rubber products Latex dipped goods like rubber band, ballons etc/ Many

(a) Rubber Balloons
40169590 MSEunits are producing rubber bands

deleted/obsolate

(b) Rubber Cord 40169930,4016990,56041000.
40070020

(c) Rubber Hoses (Unbranded) Rubber hoses (remove unbranded) & also included plastic

40091100 hoses/ MSEunits are producing branded hoses

(d) Rubber Tubing (Excluding braided tubing) 40139090

(e) Rubberised Garments Cap and Caps etc 40159010,62102010

175 Safe meat and milk
176 Safety matches 36050010

177 Safety Pins (and other similar products like 73194010
paper pins, staples pins etc.) 73194090

73199000

178 Sanitary Plumbing fittings 73249000

179 Screws of all types excluding critical application Pleaseexclude High tensile Screw. Turbo Generator System
rotate is a high pressure machine and rotates at a high
speed and filled with hydrogen gas at high pressure and
produce high level of voltage. High tensile fasteners is a
critical item used in severe conditions, failure of fasteners
can lead to catastrophic. BHELhas faced serious problem on
this count and suggested for Deletion of this item from the

r:; reserved list.
73181110

__ .
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,
73181190
73181200,
73181300

7318 1400
73181600

180 Shellac 15219020
181 Shoe laces 58081090 Delete/ May be removed as clubbed with 162

182 Sign Boards painted Glow sign/ Neon sign is new technology hence shall be
9,70,11,00,09,70,19,000 included in the group

Flex sign board/ Flex sign board are nore in use
Signboards of all types including Hand Painted, Neon Signs,
Glow Signs, Ink Jet Printed, Lighted from Back or Front
Lighted /Wider Range of inputs in wake of updated
techniques
Shall include" Neon sign Board/ LED sing board/ Glow sing
board(reflectors)/ Flex banners" / Technologically developed.
Clarity and good visibility from long distance, world wide it
is commonly used.

183 Silk ribbon Shall be removed for the list(it used in the typewriter
machine)/ it is outdated one. Nowadays in all offices using

50079000 laser jet/ Dot-matrix printers.

184 Silk Webbing 50079000

185 Sluice Valves 84818030

186 Snapfastner (Excluding 4 pes. ones) 96061010
187 Spectacle frames 90031100,90031900 May be deleted / PSUsare not buying

188 Spiked boot 64021210,64021290,64021910, Deleted/ may be removed as clubbed with 27
64021990,64022010,64022090,
64029110 64029190 64029910

Deleted/ may be removed as clubbed with 27

189 Squirrel Cage Induction Motors upto and 850151 upto 750 W Induction motor include both Squirrel Cage& slip ring

including 100 KW440 volts 3 phase 850152 upto 75 KW motor.
850153 more than 75 KW

85015110,85015270

Shall be modified as
Induction motor Up to and including 100 KW,440 V, 3
phase/ It covers all type motors.

Induction Motors upto and including 100 KW440 Volt 3
Phase, 3 or 4 or 6 wire type, including Squirrel Cage,Wound
Rotor, Slip Ring type / Wider Range in wake of
manufacturing trends

190 Stapling machine
84729010

191 Steel (a) All items from Si. No. 274 to 280 may be merged under one

Steel Almirah category and renamed as steel furniture/ All items from Si.
No. 274 to 280 are seems to be in same group abd hence

94031010
can be categorized under one head.

All type of furniture/ Furniture's are made from cane,
plastic, steel, coir by MSEunits on demand basis and hence

94032010 it should be combined
Hospital furniture and steel furniture! as proposed by BIA

All items from Si. No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it
can be category and renamed as "Steel Furniture" ! All steel
items from Si. No: 274 to 280 are of same group hence it can
be categorised under one group.

(b) Steel beds stead All items from Si. No. 274 to 280 may be merged under one
category and renamed as steel furniture! All items from Si.
No. 274 to 280 are seems to be in same group abd hence

94032010 can be categorized under one head.

All type of furniture! Furniture's are made from cane,
plastic, steel, coir by MSEunits on demand basis and hence
it should be combined
All items from Si. No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it
can be category and renamed as "Steel Furniture" ! All steel
items from Si. No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it can

W be categorised under one group.

/'
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.-I(c) Steel Chair All items from Si'. No. 274 to 280 may be merged under one
, category and renamed as steel furniture/ All items from Si.
e No. 274 to 280 are seems to be in same group abd hence

I can be categorized under one head.
94031010

All items from Si. No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it
can be category and renamed as "Steel Furniture" / All steel
items from Si. No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it can
be categorised under one group.

94032010

(d) Steel desks All items from Si. No. 274 to 280 may be merged under one
category and renamed as steel furniture/ All items from Si.
No. 274 to 280 are seems to be in same group abd hence

94031010
can be categorized under one head.

All type of furniture/ Furniture's are made from cane,
plastic, steel, coir by MSEunite on demand basis and hence

94032010 it should be combined

All items from Si. No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it
can be category and renamed as "Steel Furniture" / All steel
items from Si. No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it can
be categorised under one group.

(e) Steel racks/shelf All items from 51.No. 274 to 280 may be merged under one
category and renamed as steel furniture/ All items from Si.
No. 274 to 280 are seems to be in same group abd hence
can be categorized under one head.

94031010
All items from 51.No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it
can be category and renamed as "Steel Furniture" / All steel
items from 51.No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it can
be categorised under one group.

94032010

(f) Steel stools All items from 51.No. 274 to 280 may be merged under one
category and renamed as steel furniture/ All items from 51.
No. 274 to 280 are seems to be in same group abd hence

94031010 can be categorized under one head.

All type of furniture/ Furniture's are made from cane,
plastic, steel, coir by MSEunits on demand basis and hence

94032010 it should be combined
All items from 51.No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it
can be category and renamed as "Steel Furniture" / All steel

, items from 51.No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it can
be categorised under one group.

(g) Steel trunks All items from 51.No. 274 to 280 may be merged under one
category and renamed as steel furniture/ All items from Si.
No. 274 to 280 are seems to be in same group abd hence

73102920 can be categorized under C?nehead.
All type of furniture/ Furniture's are made from cane,
plastic, steel, coir by MSEunits on demand basis and hence

73101020 it should be combined
All items from Si. No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it
can be category and renamed as "Steel Furniture" / All steel
items from 51.No. 274 to 280 are of same group hence it can
be categorised under one group.

(h) Steel wool All type of furniture/ Furniture's are made from cane,
plastic, steel, coir by MSEunits on demand basis and hence
it should be combined

73231000

(i) Steel and aluminium windows and ventilators UPVCWindow/Door / Ventilator/ suggested by the industry

76101000 association Member(BIA,DIA, DICCI)
73083000

192 Stockinet These items deserve to be renmoved as their requirement
in Govt. Purchase/ tender are expected to be meagre and
therefore insignficant
May be deleted I Subsumes under 51 77 and 78

193 Stone and stone quarry rollers 25
194 Stoneware jars 69091100,68159920,68159990 May be deleted / Obsolete Technology

195 Stranded Wire Shall be modified as Stranded wire may be included in item

73121030 no.l/ This item may be included in AAC/and ACSR
Conductor up to 19 strands

196 Street light fittings 94054010, 9405409~
Street light fittings including solar street light/ Basedon
current demand

~.



197 Student Microscope ShaUbe modified as Microscope for medical & educational,
purpose/ 186+288 shall be joined more than 100 units in. 90111000,90118000
Ambala are manufacturing these items.

198 Studs (excluding high tensile) Pleaseexclude Bolts and Nuts. Turbo Generator System
rotate is a high pressure machine and rotates at a high
speed and filled with hydrogen gas at high pressure and
produce high level of voltage. High tensile fasteners is a
critical item used in severe conditions, failure of fasteners
can lead to catastrophic. BHELhas faced serious problem on
this count and suggested for Deletion of this item from the
reserved list.

73181900
199 Surgical Gloves (Except Plastic) 40151100
200 Table knives (Excluding Cutlery) Knives are part of Cutlery hence shall be included in the

82119100 product group.
Shall be modified as "Cultlery including knives"

201 Tack Metallic 73,01,70,01,27,31,70,000
202 Taps 84818010,84818020

39229000
203 Tarpaulins 63061990,63061910,63061200
204 Teak fabricated round blocks 44072910
205 Tent Poles 7,30,89,09,07,30,41,01,00,00,00,000
206 Tentage Civil/Military and Salitah Jute for

Tentaoe 63062200,63062910
207 Textiles manufactures other than N.E.C. (not 59029010,59031090,59032090,

elsewhere classified) 59070011,59070012,59070019,
59070099

208 Tiles 69071010,69071090,69081020,
69081090,69089020,69089090,

69051000,69059000
209 Tin Boxes for postage stamp May be deleted / Obsolete Technology

73102910
210 Tin can unprinted upto 4 gallons capacity (other 73102990

than can a.T.S.) 73102190
211 Tin Mess 73102910 May be deleted / Obsolete Technology
212 Tip Boots 64035111,64035112,64035113,

64035119,64035190,64035910,
64035920,64035930,64035990, .
64039110, 64039120..64039190

213 Toggle Switches 8,53,65,02,08,53,65,090
214 Toilet Rolls 48181000
215 Transformer type welding sets conforming to 851539

IS:1291175(unto 600 arnns)
216 Transistor Radio upto 3 band 85271900 Transistor Radioswith latest Technology

Deleted/ No MSEunits are manufacturing the same in the
state
Shall be modified as AM/FM Radio / New type radio no
restriction of band.
May be deleted / Obsolete Technology

217 Transistorised Insulation - Testers 8541
218 Trays Both the items from sl.no.309 & 310 are of same group

(a) Trays
48236000 hence can be categorized under one head..

Trays including Postal Trays, Assembly Parts Trays, Finished
& Semi Fini.shedProducts Trays, Sweets & Mithai (Food
Item) & Confectionery Trays, Product Display Trays, but not
Cutlery Items & Packaging Items / Wider Range in wake of
manufacturing trends

(b) Trays for postal use
48196000

Both the items from sl.no.309 & 310 are of same group
hence can be categorized under one head.
Trays including Postal Trays, Assembly Parts Trays, Finished
& Semi Finished Products Trays, Sweets & Mithai (Food
Item) & Confectionery Trays, Product Display Trays, but not
Cutlery Items & Packaging Items / Wider Range in wake of
manufacturing trends

These items deserve to be renmoved as their requirement
in Govt. Purchase/ tender are expected to be meagre and
therefore insignficant

219 Trolley 87168010
220 Trollies - drinking water NA
221 Tubular Poles 73089070
222 Tyres and Tubes (Cycles) 40132000,40115010,40115090,

40139050
223 Umbrellas 66011000,66019900 Rain coats/ as proposed by BIA

224 Utensils all types There are more than 200 units engaged in M/F of PET

73239920 Containers in Rajasthan.

73239910 I~
73239420 u.;.J .......

Il..-/
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73231021

c 73231029.
73231030

225 Valves Metallic Shall be modified as (S, MS,Ppball valves etc/ it can be

8481 1000
manufactured by MSEs

8481 2000
8481 3000
8481 4000
8481 8050
8481 8090

Modified asVarnish of all types / Varnish of all types

226 Voltage Stablisers including C.V.T's Servo stablizer may be added to voltage stabilizer and CVT/

8,50,44,04,08,50,44,090 Servo stablizer manufactured by MSEsand better that
voltage stablizer

_.
Shall be modified as Domestic/Industrial Stabiliser up to 25
KVA/ Easilymanufactured by MSME sector. In Haryana
more than 50 units available in Bahadurgarh / Gurgaon /
Panchkula

227 Washers all types Pleaseexclude Bolts and Nuts. Turbo Generator System
rotate is a high pressure machine and rotates at a high
speed and filled with hydrogen gas at high pressure and
produce high level of voltage. High tensile fasteners is a

73182100,73182200 critical item used in severe conditions, failure of fasteners
can lead to catastrophic. BHELhas faced serious problem on
this count and suggested for Deletion of this item from the
reserved list.

228 Water Proof Covers
229 Water Proof paper Shall be changed as "Laminated Paper"/ This will be the

48116000 appropriate word.

230 Water tanks upto 15,000 litres capacity 73090010,73090020,73090030,
73090090

231 Wax sealing 34049010
232 Waxed paper 48116000
233 Weighing Scale Shall be modified asAnalog / Digital Weighing scale/ New

84231000 technology
84232000
84233000
842381 10
842381 90
84238210
84238290
84238900
84239010
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234 Welded Wiremash
"'.,

73141410 ", T'.
, 73141490
~ 73142090

731431 00
7314 39 00
73144110
73144190
73144910
73144990

235 Wheel barrows 87168000

236 Whistle 92089000

237 Wicks cotton These items deserve to be renmoved as their requirement
in Govt. Purchase/ tender are expected to be meagre and

59080010
therefore insignficant

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

238 Wing Shield Wipers (Arms and Blades only) 85124000
85129000

239 Wire brushes and Fibre Brushes 96034010

240 Wire Fencing and Fittings 73130010
73130020

241 Wire nails and Horse shoe nails 73170011

73170013

242 Wire nettings of gauze thicker than 100 mesh 73142010
size 73142090

243 Wood Wool All type of furniture/ Furniture's are made from cane,

44050000 plastic, steel, coir by MSEunits on demand basis and hence
it should be combined

244 Wooden ammunition boxes May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been

44151000 realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

245 Wooden Boards 44101110.44101120,44101130,
44101190,44111200,44111300,
44111400,44119211,44119219,

44119221,441192220

246 Wooden Box for Stamps 44151000 May be deleted / Obsolete Technology

247 Wooden Boxes and Cases N.E.C. (Not Wooden packing boxes and casesall sizes/ Belongs to

elsewhere classified)
44151000 equivalent group of items

248 Wooden Chairs 94033090,94034000,94035090,
94036000

249 Wooden Flush Door Shutters 44182090

250 Wooden packing cases all sizes Wooden packing boxes and casesall sizes/ Belongs to
44151000 equivalent group of items

251 Wooden pins 44170000

252 Wooden plugs 44170000

253 Wooden shelves 94033010,94033090

254 Wooden veneers 44081030,44083120,44083130,
44083920,44083930,44089020

255 Woollen hosiery Synthetic hosiery/as proposed by BIA, Bihar Mahila Udyog

61099040,61101120 Sangh

256 Zip Fasteners (96071990)(96071910)(96071110)

HANDICRAFT ITEMS

257 Cane furniture Handlooms Modification /themernbers are requested to remove the

94038900 barriers of source of supply in caseof handicraft items, as
the members felt the items listed under handicraft; can be
Cane furniture, other furniture and parts thereof including
cane osier, bamboo or similar materials/ May be added as
there is availibility of MSEsproducing the items

~

~



May be kept in reserved/Jt is opine that technologically /. more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not

" specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

¥2- Bamboofile tray, Basket,Pencilstand, side racksetc. Modification /themembers are requested to remove the
barriers of source of supply in case of handicraft items, as

46021100 the members felt the items listed under handicraft; can be
manufactured by MSEsin any part of india

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

258 Artistic Wooden Furniture Modification /themembers are requested to remove the
barriers of source of supply in case of handicraft items, as

94036000 the members felt the items listed under handicraft; can be
manufactured by MSEsin any part of india

Artistic wooden furniture, rubber wood furniture/ May be
expanded as there is availability of MSEsproducing the
items and uniqueness of the product in this state.

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing t.he item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel.
difficulties to run their essential operation

259 Wooden paper weight, racks etc. Modification /themembers are requested to remove the
barriers of source of supply in case of handicraft items, as

94033010 & 94033090 the members felt the items listed under handicraft; can be
manufactured by MSEsin any part of india

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

260 Glass covers made and grass jute of wood Modification /themembers are requested to remove the
barriers of source of supply in case of handicraft items, as

57050032 the members felt the items listed under handicraft; can be
manufactured by MSEsin any part of india

/

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not 'getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

261 Jute furniture Modification /themembers are requested to remove the
barriers of source of supply in case of handicraft items, as

94041000 the members felt the items listed under handicraft; can be
manufactured by MSEsin any part of india

f/r-z---
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May be keptlri reserved/ It is opine thattechnologlcallv /

'"
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not

• specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

262 Jute bags, file cover May be liberalized for any MSEmanufacturer having filed

63051030,6305140 Udyami Adhar.

Modification /themembers are requested to remove the
barriers of source of supply in case of handicraft items, as
the members felt the items listed under handicraft; can be
manufactured by MSEsin any part of india

Shall be changed as "Jute Articles" / Different category of
jute products wollbe included

May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation

263 Woolen and silk carpets Modification /themembers are requested to remove the

/'
barriers of source of supply in case of handicraft items, as
the members felt the items listed under handicraft; can be
manufactured by MSEsin any part of india

57023110,57023920
May be kept in reserved/ It is opine that technologically /
more ever, the topics of items reserved are in broad but not
specified. Hence confusion arises and PSUsface problem
during tendering and purchasing the item. It has been
realized that sometimes, PSUsare not getting response or
quotations from MSEsfor the reserved items and they feel
difficulties to run their essential operation


